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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a critical analysis of the racial wealth gap in the United States. The empirical body of the 

paper includes the most up-to-date information on the current racial wealth gap, focusing on the dramatic 

increase over a quarter century.  Following the same group of working-age households since 1984, the 

analyses show a widening racial gap, with white families in the upper third income tier accumulating the most 

wealth.  These white families amassed wealth at 15 times the rate of all other families. The absolute racial 

wealth gap grew from $85,000 in 1984, our baseline year, to $236,500 in 2009.  Excluding home equity, the 

wealth gap in the 1984 was $29,733 and widened to $106,500 by 2009.  Using multivariate analyses, we 

explore drivers of the increasing wealth gap, facilitating a clear, evidence-informed understanding of the 

factors that are most consequential in driving the increasing gap and those that may be less so.  Findings 

show that income, home ownership, and inheritance are the biggest contributors in the rising racial wealth 

gap while demographic and cultural factors appear to account for insignificant amounts, if any. This analysis 

strengthens a narrative structured around the racial and ethnicity interactions with institutional, labor market, 

and historical factors.  For example, a $100 increase in income produces wealth dramatically higher for whites 

than the same income increase does for African Americans. As we seriously consider policy and institutional 

changes targeted at the largest contributors to the racial wealth gap, this evidence-informed work provides the 

basis for a compelling narrative for changes in policy and institutional practices to effectively close this gap 

and ensure growing prosperity for all.   

	  


